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Impact Factors



Its Spring

My colony 
has high 
varroa

There is a 
bear 

visiting the 
hive 

tonight



The queen is beginning 
to sporadically lay drones

I live next to 
a golf  course 
that sprays 

lots of  
fungicides

I decided 
to “wait 

and see” if  
the colony 
requeens 

itself



I bought a queen with 
unknown genetics

We had a 
drought year

I fed High 
Fructose 

Corn 
Syrup



Its fall

My neighbor 
is treatment 

free.

My bees are 
light in 

honey stores. 



It is a drought year

My colonies 
were in 

contact with 
pesticides as 
I pollinated

I did not 
treat for 
varroa. 



Pesticides Varroa

Nutrition



Winter Prep Begins Mid 
Summer

Population

Body 
Cavity

Laying 
Queen

Sufficient 
Stores

Managed varroa



Conceptually….

• A laying queen
• With a population
• Not damaged by varroa
• In contact with honey
• In an appropriate brood 

chamber



Midsummer 

• Post Main Flow
• Usually a dearth, mild or severe
• Swarm impulse is gone
• Less drone brood

As beekeepers we prepare for winter now, midsummer, 
while time and temperature are still resources



Time is a Resource

Requeening is possible
Plenty of  time to build population

Bees take down and store sugar easily
We can make mistakes
Entering hives is easy

Cold temperatures are not inhibiting 
factor

Difficult to find queens
Populations do not naturally build

Cold temperatures inhibit storing feed
Mistakes have higher consequences
Robbing and temperatures make 

inspections difficult
Working temperatures limited



What does a hive 
need for the winter?

An appropriate body 
cavity

A laying queen A population

Sufficient stores (honey)

Mites are under control
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The Queen

Judge queens on performance
Requeen in time



The Queen 
Judge queens on performance

Rapidly expand during the spring
Be capable of  swarming

Be disease free
Produce a honey crop



There is no free pass for a queen

If  they couldn’t excel during 
a season of  plenty, what 

makes us think she’ll 
perform better during a 

period of  stress?



Judging queens- at dandelions



Spring Progession



Entering main flow…



Main flow, bringing it in…



Queens lose their free pass back at 
dandelion



Requeening to build population

June 17th Last Week



Requeening by August still 
have 2-3 cycles of  brood

By October its too late. Time 
for Unites



What does a hive 
need for the winter?

An appropriate body 
cavity

A laying queen A population

Sufficient stores (honey)

Mites are under control



Population

A healthy hive should have
Brood of  all stages

A Nurse bee population
Foragers

Adequate coverage on the 
brood frames



Population
Not all bees are created equal! 

Nutritional stressed
Diseased
Varroa parasitism
Immuno-Compromised
Lost nurse bee population

Bees need to 
carry out tasks, 
but will have a 
reduced ability 
to do so if….



Population- A closer look



Population- A closer look



And closer…









Population - August 

What looks healthy and intact is 
actually broken.

Post main flow these interactions 
continue until we intervene.  



September



What does a hive 
need for the winter?

An appropriate body 
cavity

A laying queen A population

Sufficient stores (honey)

Mites are under control



Sufficient Stores

The goal is to have sufficient 
stores until spring in honey 

combs surrounding the brood 
nest. 

Winter

The goal is to have stores available 
for brood rearing surrounding the 

brood nest. 

Midsummer (Dearth)



In contact with stores…



Feeding is 
simple…

So why do 
we get it 
so wrong?



Feeding



Feeding- A lot at one time



Fall Flow or Feed



Winter: Nuances in weather do not cause dramatic effects in our 
hives



“I stapled cardboard on my hives 
today. Temps have been at 0 here. 
Ideas and thoughts? What y’all do?”





Photo Credit Ed Karle

Winter Configuration



Late Winter/Early Spring: 
We have given all the resources our hives 

need to rapidly expand 
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The amount of brood on frames progressively increases 
towards spring. 



February 25th, Burgaw, NC



Colonies now…



Managing the major impact factors

Laying Queen

Managed varroa
Sufficient Stores

Population

Body Cavity



Where back to where we 
began…

Don’t let the internet kill your bees


